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Preformed plant based casing, 

 

Innovation that excites

>Strong twiStable caSing 
>100% Plant baSed 
>taSte neutral
>edible caSing on Hard tubeS
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TRIPATAL®

The Plant based Casing, a must.
An outstanding plant-based edible casing for your innovative applications

✓ Sustainable production process.

✓ 15 meters Tripatal casing on a hard tube.

✓ 100% Vegetable.

✓ An Edible Casing.

✓ Vegan and Meat Applications. 

USP of our plant based edible casing 

✓ Excellent and easy to stuff, lower cost in compare to competition products.

✓ Transparent and tasteless casing.

✓ For fresh,cooked,smoked,and fermented applications.

✓ For hanging, laying, twisting and clipping applications.

✓ New product ranges with edible casings.

✓ Different kind of calibers and colors possible.

✓ For: Meat, Poultry, Fish, Vegan, Vegetables, Fruit, Potato applications.

✓ Edible casing on tubes.

Guaranteed success

✓ Environmentally friendly production process.

✓ Constant quality.

✓ Better and sustainable process.
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Tripatal® Preformed plant based casing

The TRIPATAL Plant based edible casing

Hybricol® The exceptional plant-based ca-
sing designed for use in both vegan and meat 
recipes. Its unique characteristics, including 
being gluten-free, GMO-free, and allergen-free, 
address health concerns, making it an optimal 
choice for discerning consumers. As a 100% 
vegetable-based product, it is also preferred 
for sausages that may face religious, legal, or 
labeling issues.

Tripatal Casing is highly versatile and suitable 
for both fresh and cooked applications, showca-
sing excellent frying ability and delivering a 
super-tender bite. This ‚ready-to-use‘ casing 
is presented in tube format, making it easy to 
stuff and handle. Compatible with existing meat 
stuffing, linking, and processing machinery, it se-
amlessly integrates into your existing production 
line.

Because Tripatal Casing is edible, there is no 
need to peel it, resulting in an end product with 
enhanced sensory qualities. The covering it adds 
to your product delivers a perfect structure and 
bite, ensuring that your sausages and other food 
products are of the highest quality. Trust Tripa-
tal Casing to elevate your products to the next 
With Hybricol Tripatal, plant based casing, you get the best. 

Hybricol® The leading specialist in sausage skins, is proud to present Tripatal Casing, a specially 
designed casing for vegan sausage products. We understand the increasing demand for meatless and 
vegan products that deliver an authentic taste and mouthfeel, which is why we have developed this 
crunchy and delicious casing.

Tripatal Casing delivers the perfect balance of firmness and juiciness, creating a vegan sausage that 
has an authentic bite and is ideal for fresh, grilling, cooking, smoking, and fermentation products. It‘s 
also perfect for barbecuing or cooking in a pan. Our focus on high-quality, plant-based raw materials 
ensures that we can satisfy the demand for vegan end products while guaranteeing the best possible 
nutritional values.

Partnering with Hybricol means that you have access to the best possible supply of Tripatal casings 
and Hybricol casing gels. We‘re committed to offering 100% of the best vegetable sausage compo-
nents, which can be adapted as required by manufacturers without compromising on taste or bite. 
At Hybricol, we pride ourselves on our ability to deliver the highest quality vegan casings, so you can 
trust us to help you meet the increasing demand for vegan products.

The following calibers can be produced with our Tripatal casing 

15-19,19-23,23-26,28-32, And Tailor-made on Request 

both for hanging and lying product applications
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Guaranteed success with these TRIPATAL products :

TRIPATAL Casing Calibre 23-26, Tubes of 15 meter casing ArtNr.3000040  450 meters in a box
TRIPATAL Casing Calibre 28-32, Tubes of 15 meter casing ArtNr.3000048  450 meters in a box
TRIPATAL Casing Calibre 19-23, Tubes of 15 meter casing ArtNr.3000063  450 meters in a box 
TRIPATAL Casing Calibre 15-19, Tubes of 15 meter casing ArtNr.3000072  450 meters in a box  
   
   
     
   

    
Please Contact us for your tailor-made solutions.


